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To introduce myself

• Physician and Dr. med. since 1971. Specialist for Nuclear Medicine. 

• Head of the HolisticCenter for Integrative Medicine,  Abtwil 9030, 
Switzerland.

• Vice-President of the German Society for Energy and Information 
Medicine since 1999. 
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What we do in our Holistic Center

• We are working simultaneously on several levels of human beings:

• Information level: Timewaver®Med: quantum teleportation, a) 
diagnosis and b) distant therapy; both via the cosmic information field

• Energy level: Timewaver®Frequency: electric current frequencies
application from hand to hand (the right ones are detected via the
cosmic information field)

• Biochemical level: a) nutriceuticals the body needs (after he was 
asked for); b) enzyme therapy acc. to Pasquale Ferorelli (Citozeatec)



The cosmic information field

• The assertion is: all what happens on earth is stored in the cosmic
information field. This means earlier incarnations, the presence, and the
next future. Info field concerning our earth: Akasha chronicle. 

• It contains: all acts, spoken words, thoughts, emotions, the background
motivations, the subconsciousness, the Karma, everything. Nothing 
remains unknown or unstored. We all have a cosmic «twin».

• The problem is how to contact this field, and how to receive correct
infomation. 

• This is performed by the correlation of two methods: a) transfer of
digitalized info via a Kozyrev mirror, b) registration of the deviation of a  
frequency distribution of photons from the Gaussian coincidence (= «no»).



No energy, no information is lost, forever

• Christians call the cosmic information field the Diary of God. 

• It is a holographic quantum computer with unlimited capacity. 

• It is supervised by spiritual entities ("angels") who stop activities that 
do not comply with Divine Laws.

• Accordingly, egocentric questions (what are the right lottery 
numbers?) are not answered correctly.

• Likewise, expectations or doubts on the part of the therapist or the 
patient have a counterproductive effect. The best possible neutrality 
is required. 



The TimeWaver®- device

• Quantum diagnostics is independent from space and time. The 
communication is no transmission, but a quantum teleportation. 

• So, earlier incarnations and their karma-load can be detected. 

• Views into the future are possible. 

• However, only timelines can be recognised. Since these do not 
contain any determinations, they are possibilities but not facts.

• The human being in his free will decides which of the timelines will 
become a reality, together with the time quality. However, if he gets 
to know a possibly dangerous timeline, he can steer against it, change 
his thinking and behavior and does not have to experience it. 



The transfer is performed by water

• Our body water is in a plasma state, similar to glacier and arctic and 
antarctic water. 

• According to Pollack it is the 4. state of water, the Exclusion Zone (EZ) 
water, with hexagonal shape. This water is capable to act as receiver and 
transmitter, and to store information.

• Water very effectively transmits frequencies and information and stores 
them like a memory, e.g. the frequency signature of DNA. Water is the link 
that allows the immaterial information field to make contact with matter.

• Water has unique capabilities thanks to its dipolar molecular properties. 
These special properties were described by the findings of international 
researchers such as Prof. Giuseppe Vitiello or Nobel Prize winner Luc 
Montagnier.



Hydrogen, H2 minus
• Instead of H+ it has an overload of one electron. Hence, it is strongest in 

terms of its power to neutralize free radicals.  When taken orally or by 
inhalation simultaneously, it can save any distressed part of the body being 
on risk to produce cancer cells.

• Hydrogen is the smallest element. This allows it to diffuse very freely, 
allowing the free-radical fighting hydrogen molecules to get places most 
other antioxidants cannot. Hydrogen can cross the blood-brain barrier and 
cell membranes, penetrating deep into a cell’s nucleus and mitochondria.

• Cell Signaling - Much of hydrogen’s benefits come from its cell signaling 
activity. Within a cell, hydrogen works at the genetic level by “turning on” 
the genes that code for our natural antioxidant defense systems. H2 tells 
the cells to start pumping out more of your natural antioxidants, like 
glutathione peroxidase (GSH) and superoxide dismutase (SOD).

• H2 helps protect us from the cellular damage caused by the oxidative stress 
from increasing radiation, chemical and metals exposure. 



Energy and information

• We do not prefer to live on calories. These are a low 
vibrational form of energy.

• We live on high vibrational energy and high vibrational 
information.

• These are excited electrons and photons. The life of the living 
beings on earth is a struggle for excited electrons and 
photons. 

• If we are in love, for example, we hardly need any calories, 
because love is the highest form of energy and information.



Pollack Laboratory
“Uncovering nature's deeply held secrets”



Gerald H. Pollack: “The Fourth Phase of Water -
Beyond Solid, Liquid, and Vapor”

• “This book provides evidence for a fourth phase of water. This phase occurs 
mainly next to water-loving (hydrophilic) surfaces. It is surprisingly 
extensive, projecting out from the surface by up to millions of molecular 
layers.

• Of significance is the observation that this fourth phase is charged; and, the 
water just beyond is oppositely charged, creating a battery that can 
produce electrical current. Light charges this battery. Thus, water can 
receive and process energy drawn from the environment in much the same 
way as plants. Absorbed light energy can then be exploited for performing 
work, including electrical and mechanical work, as well as the work of 
proteins (e.g. enzymes) inside cells.”

• And: water can receive and process frequency information patterns, via 
quantum teleportation. The patterns can control, regulate and process via 
negative feedback loops. 



Masaru Emoto

Wikipedia: “The Hidden Messages in Water is a 2005 
New York Times Bestseller book, written by Masaru 
Emoto advancing the pseudoscientific idea that the 
molecular structure of water is changed by the 
presence of human consciousness nearby, backed by 
"exhaustive and wildly unscientific research" claiming 
to back this conjecture.”
My comment: the problem is an insufficient 
reproducibility. The higher the sensitivity of a method, 
the lower the reproducibility. Every doubt or negative 
thought disturbs the result. It is not pseudo-science but 
para-science. 



Burkhard Heim`s Cosmology



Heim describes 12 cosmic levels, X1 to X12
• First of all, Heim distinguishes between three real, measurable (height, width, 

depth) and three imaginary, imaginable (time, entelechy, aeon) coordinates. The 
common space-time model, i.e. the four-dimensional view of the world, is 
extended by two dimensions:

• - the dimension X5 (entelechy, principle of formation), which values the states of 
organisation that are apparently constantly updating themselves in X4 (time), and 

• - the dimension X6 (aeon, world-age), which controls the ambiguous actualization 
direction in X4. Thereby, X6 can only actualising control entelechal structures 
during the world-age (aeon).

• Accordingly, a distinction is made between latent and manifest events. This is 
something completely new. Quantum physical events that were previously 
interpreted as "coincidence" are in the light of the new coordinates by no means 
random at all, but rather conditioned by certain activities in X5, X6.

• X7 to X12 are non-material (X7: energy, X8: information, X9: consciousness, X10 -
12: God`s Logos). 





Biophysics and biochemistry

• Biophysics is superordinate to biochemistry. However, biochemistry 
also works autonomously. It has its own epigenetically stored 
consciousness field. 

• So, the intracellular enzymes control the DNA/RNA automatically, and 
they repair chromosomal breaks and problems routinely. 

• Those enzymes are a suitable possibility to normalize genetic
abnormalities and diseases. 

• We have treated several patienty with genetic diseases (e.g. Morbus 
Stargardt) by using enzyme protocols (given by Mr. Pasquale 
Ferorelli). The progression of the diseases was stopped in all cases, 
and in some cases there were clear improvements. 



Tests

• We perform a testing of remedies by means of several methods.

• - Meridian diagnostics

• - Aura diagnostics

• - Heart Rate Variability (HRV) 

• The question is, if the autonomous systems of the wholeness of the
human being react with an improvement or a deterioration of the
results. 

• We tested some kinds of enzyme products of www.citozeatec.ch .

http://www.citozeatec.ch/


The meridians without enzymes: 4 abnormals, e.g. Triple Warmer



The meridians with enzyme product Citozym: Triple Warmer normalized



The Aura energy without enzymes: 57 – 99 %, mean = 69 %



The Aura energy with enzyme product Citexivir: 70 – 100 %, mean = 83 %



HRV without enzymes: stress result



HRV without enzymes: two stress bars



HRV with product Ergozym plus: less stress



HRV with product Ergozym plus: one stress bar



Conclusions

• Information field diagnostics and therapies are possible.

• Quantum teleportation can be used in medicine.

• Body water (water in the 4. phase) plays an important role.

• Intracellular enzymes are working within the plasma water.

• Those enzymes are available from www.citozeatec.ch – company.

• Pasquale Ferorelli developed more than 350 protocols in order to
treat diseases of all kinds. 

• We proved their efficiency many times.   

http://www.citozeatec.ch/

